The Angelic Activation-Transmissions ~
As we continue to Activate, Awaken and Ascend, we can feel this New Energy
pouring into us, like an afternoons Summer Rain Shower, Bathing and Blessing
our Bodies.
With Great Excitement, the Angels Assemble in August.
There has always been a great Assembly of the Angelic Presence watching over
us since the beginning.
As they Appear, they will Beam their Light Emanations into earth and humanity.
This “Special Angelic Appearance” will Hover and Hold its Light for these 7-Days
in August. It’s like a Craft Hovering above you, and being Angelically Aligned
through your Crown Chakra. A Cylindrical Column of Light will remain there for
these 7 Days as you meditate and pray to receive.
This Angelic Assembly watches over this world we live in, and when Humanity
signals to them that it is time, this Divine Presence shall Appear. We call upon
our Angelic Deities for many different reasons. They are constantly Listening
and waiting for those with authentic requests, to then swoop in and assist.
These Assembled Angels are a bridge from your earthly home to your heavenly
home, from which you have come and to which some day you shall return.
There are Great and Small Assembly’s, dependent on the Need and Nature of
our Call.
As we know it, our world and the outer worlds are very complex.
It will take the Collective to bring forth a New Era of Peace, although it will also
take the individual to partake in the breaking of these old codes and revolving
patterns still being sewn. The Code of Healing is a consistent and continual
effort of self-love and patience, that will eventually create a Light-Emergence
within, connecting the earthly and heavenly bodies of Love.
As the Angelic Assembly Appears in August, we shall come to
witness the wonderment of their Light Emergence.

The Angels Sound the Golden Horns of their Masterful Arrival.
As the many shall Hear, they will Come near and bring forth their
embodiments to be Blessed, Ordained and Initiated by the
Assembly of Angels.
All the while, there will be those who are still Asleep with
deafened ears to this Golden Horn that Sounds.
For Seven Days the Angelic Assembly will Play a Harmonic
Concert in hopes that the Sleepy ones will Awaken and R I S E to
this New Dawn, from their final Eve.
The Angels Who Have Appeared Shall Continue to go near those
Asleep, and Sing Sweet Celestial Tones, in Hopes that on the
Seventh Day, they Shall lift their Heads, open their Eyes to See,
and Feel the Integrity and Intelligence Awakened inside.

Mary Martin ~ Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist in Spiritual Activation’s, while
Awakening the Embodiment’s System during this Accessional Process. As a Minister, Messenger,
Medium, Mentor, Mediator, Muse and Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people connect to their
Spiritual Embodiment, through their Akashic Records, Activation's, Karmic Balancing,
Attunement's, Clearings, Healings, and Blessings by Teaching and Assisting one to raise and
maintain their own vibrational frequency. As a Humanitarian and Spiritual Teacher, she has
dedicated her life and abilities to helping people Worldwide and is committed in these services
through travels, healings, messages, teachings and charitable offerings as a Mother of Many.

